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1 IBISWorld Industry Report
2 Retailer Owner Industry Benchmarks: Inventory Turns

Inventory – A Strategic Asset

Overstocks and out-of-stocks cost retailers $1.1 trillion 
globally. While inventory management has always been an 
issue for retailers, the problem has been exacerbated with 
the advent of e-commerce and increased access to substitute 
products. Shoppers are becoming increasingly diffi cult to 
serve as they expect retailers to provide more product variety 
and higher levels of customization all at lower prices. The 
result: it is harder now than ever for retailers to maintain 
healthy inventory levels.  

Inventory health is determined by a complex chain of events: 
buyers need to forecast and order accurately, suppliers need 
to deliver the right quantities at the right time, distribution 
needs to ensure the product reaches the stores, and the 
stores themselves need to get product onto the shelves.  
When inventory issues occur, it can be unclear who or what 
has caused it—making the problem very diffi cult to fi x.

To understand the health of your organization’s inventory, 
we recommend following the simple four step process 
highlighted in Exhibit 1. Start with determining whether 
your organization has an inventory problem. An effective 
way to accomplish this is to compare your inventory KPIs to 
competitors and industry benchmarks.

Next, calculate the fi nancial impact of inventory 
mismanagement in the organization. Doing this requires 
understanding the impact of stock outs (lost sales, expediting) 
and understanding the impact of carrying excess inventory 
(carrying costs, markdowns).  

Before diving into solutions, gain a thorough understanding 
of what is driving the issue.  We recommend hypothesis 
driven problem solving to fi nd the root cause. Use preliminary 
data analyses and input from experts to validate or eliminate 
possible hypothesis as you search for the root cause.  

Once the root cause has been successfully identifi ed, it is time 
to fi x it.  This step can involve the implementation of new 
processes or tools, changes to the organization’s structure, or 
training to improve knowledge and skills.  With any of these 
‘fi xes’ change management is critical to ensure the change 
sticks.    

Do I have a Problem?

Inventory management is the ultimate balancing act: how 
to reduce the cost of holding and transporting goods, 
while meeting customer service targets.  Companies are 
continually working to fi nd optimum levels of inventory that 
can maximize profi ts, production/logistics effi ciency, and 
customer service.  

Benchmarking against competitors is an effective way to 
analyze the effectiveness and effi ciency of your buying 
practices and inventory management. Common KPIs for 
identifying inventory problems include fulfi llment rate, weeks 
of supply, and inventory turns.  

Inventory turnover is a ratio showing how many times 
a company’s inventory is sold and then replaced over a 
period of time. It measures the amount of capital invested in 
inventory.  The higher the ratio, the less inventory the fi rm is 
keeping in relation to its sales. 
 
The average apparel retailer sells through their entire inventory 
3.53 times per year1. A lower than average inventory turn is a 
sign that a company is carrying too much inventory.  A higher 
than average inventory turnover suggests a brisk business: 
robust sales coupled with lower holding costs. However, a 
high turnover only works if the company is not unnecessarily 
discounting or running out of merchandise.
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1 Harvard Business Review, Stock-Outs Cause Walkouts
2 Markdown Mania: Consumer Perspectives on Retail Discounting Strategies: First Insights
3 Forbes 2017, Markdown Death Spiral
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4.0%

Sales per week

0.3%

Net store inventory

Improved sell-thru
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Inventory Flash Diagnostic

How mature are my supply chain operations?

What are the financial implications?

1

2

Are problems due to high Supply Variance?3

4

5

Key questions 
will be 

answered by 
the diagnostic

Inventory is one of your largest assets, but also one of your 
biggest liabilities…
Improper management of inventory will lead to lost sales or high working capital costs.. The 
Weave Retail and Operations Diagnostic can identify opportunity areas for reducing lost sales 
from understock and inventory carrying costs from overstock. All within 1 week !

Is the company operating at the right level of inventory?

Are problems due to high Demand Variance?5

Weave Services Limited is 
consulting firm specializing in 
retail, apparel and footwear. Our 
unique business model aims to 
deliver lean and responsive 
supply chains through our three 
services: Consulting, Capability 
Building and Replenishment & 
Analytics.
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Contact us at weave@weavenow.com to learn how our Flash 
Diagnostic can bring meaningful insights to your business
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